THE SOUTH AFRICAN
NATIONAL REGATTA
SALDANHA BAY,
MARCH 1968.
The South African National Regatta was held
this year in Saldanha Bay, which is some 120
miles north of Cape Town on the west coast.
The bay has an entrance about 2 miles wide
and the bay 'itself measures about 3 miles x 14
miles. It abounds with bird and sea life. One
sees plenty of seals and penguins and on one
occasion I saw a huge shark. There is a big
crayfish industry (rock lobster) there as well
as fish canning factories. It is inclined to be a
little windy and for this reason the regatta was
held during the last week in March when it is
calmer.
There were 270 yachts entered in the National
Regatta altogether, in many different classes.
Topping the list, I am pleased to say, were the
Finns with 80 entries present on the starting
line.
The Council of the South African Yacht
Racing Association had invited out Willi Kuhweide, Paul Elvstrom, Bob Andre, and in addition Ding Schoonmaker came under his own
steam. We were all keyed up to see who would
win out of Kuhweide and Elvstrom.
Willi had shipped out to South Africa a brand
new wooden boat made in Germany to his
specifications, together with a German mast
and German sails. The mast didn't look too
good to me, but I believe you can order all of
this equipment from the makers, specifying
type "Darling". Paul brought out a new sail
he had made himself - it was a slight modification of the one he used in Mexico. He had
asked Bruce McCurragh to supply him with a
Bruder mast which Bruce had planed slightly
so that it exactly fitted Paul's specifications.
He also asked Bruce to make him one of the
Mexican type sails.
Two South African manufacturers had each
been asked to supply two brand new boats
which were drawn for by the overseas visitor~
and because of this Willi was not allowed to
sail the new wooden boat which came out
from Germany, though of course he did use
the sails. His local plastic boat was a good one
and it was fitted with a Bruder mast to his
specifications. Paul of course used his own
sails and the Bruder mast, but his local plastic
boat from the other manufacturer was, in my
opinion, not so good. Ding Schoonmaker was
also sailing one of these poorer boats with a
Bruder mast and North sails. Bob Andre had
one of the better boats with a Bruder mast
and a selection of North sails representing the
latest developments from San Diego.

The first race started in wind of about 1O
m.p.h. and it was blowing about _20 m.p.h. at
the finish. Paul got his usual impeccable start,
but it didn't take Willi long to fight his way to
the front of Paul - and he finished an easy
winner by about two or three minutes going
away from Paul who was well ahead of the
third boat.
The second race was held in similar conditions,
but Paul had adjusted his hang-out straps to a
better length and he won fairly comfortably.
The third race developed into a drifting match
immediately after the start. Willi seemed to be
doing well, but Paul, standing up in his boat,
managed to pass Willi and finish sixth against
Willi's tenth.
For the fourth race it was blowing about 8
m.p.h. The Olympic course was badly laid and
on top of that there was a big wind switch
about a quarter of an hour after the start.
Bruce McCurragh rounded the weather mark
first, followed by Ding Schoonmaker, Paul
Elvstrom, myself and Willi Kuhweide. Willi
was going exceptionally fast downwind and
caught up to Paul, but Paul covered him consistently and was still ahead at the finish of
the shortened course.
The fifth race was sailed in about 10 m.p.h.
wind and Willi was ahead of Paul. There was a
tremendously
exciting finish, Willi finally
beating Paul by less than a boatlength as they
crossed different parts of the line. I had a
grandstand view of this epic struggle as I
finished about half a minute behind in third
place.

line and it gradually increased in velocity and
went further round during the race. The
result was that immediately after the start
Paul was covering Willi as they went away
from the line on the port tack, but unfortunately they were not where Paul wanted
them to be. He slowed down as much as he
dared, but feared that Willi would go through
to leeward. Then Willi tacked off to starboard and Paul let him go for about ten boatlengths before he himself tacked on to star:
board because he wanted Willi to go that way,
hoping that he would overstand the first
mark, This is exactly·what happened and Paul
was very happy when he rounded the weather
mark about twentieth, with Willi a few boats
behind him. The beat on the subsequent
rounds turned into· no more than an extremely close fetch and Paul managed to keep
ahead of Willi and prevented him from progressing too fast through the fleet. They
finished about eighth and ninth. This race
was won by Bob Andre who seemed to be
striking his true form at last.

·uoo: Need a little weather helm in Finn and
better to have mast more straight up in boat
than raked aft. When more straight up, will
have less helm and has added advantage of
going faster downwind. So I try to make a
compromise. Give way on some speed upwind
for more speed downwind.

In this way Paul Elvstrom won our championships, with Willi Kuhweide second, Bruce McCurragh third, I was fourth and Bob Andre
fifth. It was a wonderful experience watching
the two maestros, Paul and Willi, at close
quarters. After the last race Willi said that not
since the 1964 German Olympic trials had he
been so well and truly sat upon. He said that
he .was used to sailing for spged and not for
tactics. They were both lo.9~ng forward to
racing against each other a!f<lin in their own
boats at Kiel during April.

Paul: I look at sail when I sheet down. I look
if it is too flat or too baggy. If I have to sheet
V£~Y Iight to get the right shape, then the mast
is too soft. If it sheets down with average pull
and looks right, the mast has the right flexibility. If the boom comes down too easily and
the sail becomes too flat, then this particular
sail does not suit the mast.

:,
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AT THE LAST Saldanha Regatta a questionThe sixth and last race was a classic. Paul
and-answer sessi,on, fe;ituring the four visiting
changed his mast for another Bruder which
overseas Finn fielmsmen, was arranged and,
was stiffer and he used the sail Bruce made
as a result of the thoughtfulness of Hans Beenfor him. All along he had been a picture of
hakker and Jo Crewe-Brown, I have been proconcentration, trying to improve his boat and
vided with a transcript of most of the disimprove his performance. Now he was more
cussion. Therefore, to follow up on the theory
determined than eve( and I don't believe he
mentioned in the last issue of Finn Notes that
slept at all the n·ight before as he was working
the most important speed factor was the mast,
out possible tactics all the time. \/Villi on the
boom and sail combination, the following are
other hand was his usual casual self. He paid
the answers given by the experts to questions
no attention to his boat throughout the regaon this aspect of sailing:
tta. He left the sail on the boom every night
and didn't even bother to slacken off the
Question: How far down should the boom be?
boom outhaul. Rarely did he appear more
Should it be on the deck?
than five minutes before launching. Well the
inevit;:tble happened. Paul vvas rnarking Willi Paul: Not on deck, but approximately 9 in.
above deck. In heavy wind the boom should
very closely from the 5 minute gun. The wind
be let right out.
was blowing about 2 m.p.h. The line favoured
the starboard end, but, to get away from
Question: Is weather helm good or bad?
Paul, Willi had gone to the p.ort end. Paul had
Paul: You can get tiller absolutely light with a
followed him there as he waf determined that
Willi should finish no higher than sixth. • flat sail, but boat will not go in a sea. In the
(Paul had two firsts, two seoonds and a sixth.
Finn we can compromise but you always will
against Willi's two first, two seconds and a
h~e a little weather helm because of baggy
tenth.) Fifteen seconds before the start a
sail, and we need a baggy sail because it is the
strong wind filled in from the port side of the
right shape to drive the boat.

Chairman: Paul and Willi like a very light
weather helm. Ding and Bob like a heavier
helm.
Question: What do you do to provide a slack
helm?
Paul: When mast raked aft, you will find helm
heavier. It is a compromise as we can never get
the Finn balanced on helm and get speed at
the same time. This is because in the Finn the
centreboard is designed too far forward and
mast too far back. If this were changed the
Finn would have a better speed.
Question: It is said that the speed of the Finn
depends on the flow of wind on the sail. What
do you, therefore, look for when setting your
sail?

Question: When you sheet down will the top
section of sail be flat or will it still have a
belly?

waves-more
flatter.

Willi: All Finn skippers are too light and we
try to have one sail and mast for all conditions.
In heavy wind the mast would be too stiff and
one could not hold it, so when the mast bends
at the top, it gives you less pressure sideways
and opens the sail. The angle between sail and
the relative wind is much less and so the
pressure sideways is less.
Question: What can you do if the sail has the
bag too far aft?
Paul: Buy a new sail! You can, however, adjust
the mast to the sail. Also adjust the boom. If
bag too far aft it will need a softer boom to
get a lighter tiller. If boom too soft, however,
it will not point so well.
Question:

With your experience
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Race No.

Helmsman

Boat

1.

Kuhweide
Elvstrom
Howard
McCurragh
Elvstrom
Kuhweide
Andre
Zwart
Stuart

Morrison
MSM
Elvstrom
Morrison
MSM
Morrison
Morrison
Newport
Newport

Crossley
Myburgh
Elvstrom
Kuhweide
McCurragh
Walton
Kuhweide
Elvstrom
Morrison
McCurragh
Andre
Howard
Morrison
Shaw

Rhodesian
MSM
MSM
Morrison
Morrison
Newport
Morrison
MSM
Morrison
Morrison
Morrison
Elvstrom
Morrison
Newport

2.

3.

Question: Do you like to have the fullness at
at the mast or an even flow from the mast to
the leach?

4.

Paul: If the mast is soft, fullness should be
along the mast otherwise the sail will be too
flat there. If the mast is stiff,! want the fullness like an aeroplane wing.

5.

Willi: I look to see that the biggest distance in
profile between cord line and leach is at the
end of the first one-third in all conditions. In
light wind more full-heavy wind a little flatter. Also depends on waves. In short light

can be

Question: Why is the Bruder mast so thin at
the top?

Paul: A good sail should have the same fullness ell the way.

Ding: Matching the mast and sail is very
important in Finn to gain speed. I like sail to
have fullness a little aft of the mast. In fairly
light airs and lots of sea, a baggy sail to push
through the chop. Only time when this sail
can hurt you is in smooth water and quite a
bit of wind. I still like to have the leach a little
tight in light airs to give you lift. While it
gives you a bit of drag it also gives you quite
a lift. There is a point where lift is better than
drag. In heavy winds I do not like leach too
tight, either.

full, when waves flat-sail

6.

1st -

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

D1
SA
SA
SA

us

SA
SA
SA
SA
SA

379
80
317
830
181
374
182
194
355

masts-if you had a mast that you considered
too hard for you, how can you shape it to
make it better on the helm?
Willi: Shape from the top sidewise only. If not
enough, shave a little bit at back-not
too
much. As Paul said, when trying sail and pulling down, there will be a certain pressure on
the mast which you can feel. If it is too soft,
it is not good.
Question: May we borrow Willi's left arm to
feel the right pressure!
Question: Can you explain the evolution of
the sail. A few years ago the sail had a nice
bag in the middle, then the fastest sails were
those with the bag eliminated. Now the bag is
back again.
Paul: It is a compromise between the mast,
boom and sail. If boom is hard and mast
stiffer, a baggy sail can be used as long as there
is no tension on the helm.

HELMSMEN

IN EACH RACE

Mast

Bruder
Bruder
Durban
Durban
Bruder
Bruder
Bruder
Bruder
Royce
(Newport)
Rhodesian
Bruder
Bruder
Bruder
Durban
Bruder
Bruder
Bruder
Durban
Durban
Bruder
Durban
Durban
Royce
(Newport)

Sail

Beilken
Elvstrom
Elvstrom
Elvstrom
Elvstrom
Beilken
North
North
Raudaschl
Raudaschl
Raudaschl
Elvstrom
Beilken
Elvstrom
Raudaschl
Beilken
Elvstrom
Elvstrom
Elvstrom
North
Elvstrom
Elvstrom
Elvstrom

10th FINN PLACINGS

"SAYRAFIN I"
"SAYRAFIN Ill"
"FAMOOSE"
"FRIENDSHIP VII"
"SAYRAFIN IV"
"FAME"
"PEZULU"
"FLEUR-DE-L YS"
"FLAGEOLET"
"FEIRIE II"

P. Elvstrom
W. Kuhweide
C.B. McCurragh
E. Morrison
R.W. Andre
J.R. Howard
G.V. Paterson
E.R. Shaw
J. Slootweg
G.V. Myburgh

